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TONIGHT WITH BELLS

most intact near
a sweet-
smelling meadow

next in the violet
waves

vibrating branches 
too fast 
to be separate

sprays of willow sap 
and blood
squirms

a warm center 
twisted in hundred-
year squalls

able to breathe
this path from 
green to black
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field-teeth
forest-teeth
left behind quiet 
as light

rich earth feeds off
its own twin

bones bleached
in bramble 

burned-out eyes, feathers 
and no way
to run

caught between
tall lilacs, bodies spill—
what did you expect?
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DOROTHY,

Moonshine like herrings in the water [10/31/1800]

Below the surface, a density of voices so absolute,  
you may hear it as silence 

Sinking faster, saturated with language

Waves of presence and absence

Lungs burning in revolt

Throughout time bodies have fought for air

My inside was sore with the cold [1/3/1802]

Your mouth making those words

Just beyond the sound of death is the sound of your voice 
beginning again

Tentacles of language writhing forward

Alive in someone else’s mouth

Tongue remembering what it had long forgotten

Alpine fire-like red upon the tops of the mountains [6/2/1802]
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Echo-cycle driving distant tremors 

Martinique, 1902, Mt. Pelée erupts and 30,000 die

Gasping for air, covered in dirt and bone

Brain racing to process the experience, to create a memory

Years later, the ash fostered a period of wild vegetable growth
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But as I climbed Moss the moon came out from behind 
a Mountain Mass of Black Clouds—O the unutterable 
darkness of the sky & the Earth below the Moon! & the 
glorious brightness of the moon itself! 

[March 18, 1802]
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DOROTHY,

March 24, 1999

Inside the Mont Blanc tunnel, a truck filled with flour and 
margarine ignites 

Heat focusing flesh into movement, arcing from one form to 
the next

Bodies trip through milk-thick air, trying to find a way 

Trapped in private thoughts, shouting words, dying with them

This certainty, this darkness, the thunder of popping tires

This rescue motorcycle melted into pavement

March 24, 2015

A plane crashes into a rocky slope in the French Alps

150 bodies disintegrated

Each voice joined in the moments before impact

Trying to tear words free

We do not have to understand a secret to pass it along
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How this moonlight moves you—I feel it too

Following an imperfect path through sound

The resonance of pine, millions of voices repeating inside

Feel it in your throat, in your body, sweeping past  
literal meaning

A shadowy break in the trees

A shivering
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I never saw daffodils so beautiful they grew among the 
mossy stones about & about them, some rested their 
heads upon these stones as on a pillow for weariness & 
the rest tossed & reeled & danced & seemed as if they 
verily laughed with the wind that blew upon them over 
the Lake, they looked so gay ever glancing ever changing. 

[April 15, 1802]
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MYSELF BY THE THOUSANDS

mind split between channels, glued across two worlds

rain, smoke, radiation, unnatural twin formations 

crumbling fast, emitting jagged, hard-carved cries

my throat uncoupled, losing strength, dragged deeper

through drenched fields, fertile, dirty, and alone

a ghost in me probing each place to remember 

your mouth, humming, hugging a different earth

a stain looping, liquid-slow, lips never closed 

until the whole frame breaks and rises again

at the start of each cycle, new lungs, new air

harmonized with rivers and mud and branches

a cloudless bright blue, a scarlet bloom, a green

quivering across centuries, unafraid to spill




